
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writer Training  
Welcome to the Writer Training. 

Writers play a role, in any business or workplace. Their words are often the impression people have of a 

company. They create advertisements, website content and polish written materials for the company’s 
use. In addition to spokespersons and business representative’s writers are responsible for 

communicating with consumers and other corporations. Therefore, effective communication and 

presentation within a company rely heavily on the quality of its writers. This training course aims to help 

your writers reach their potential and contribute to making your company the best it can be. 

Whether you've been a writer for years or you're just starting out there is always room for improvement 

in your craft. It's important to find a trainer who has achieved success as a writer themselves so that you 

can learn from their writing style and techniques. Remember that your effectiveness as a writer also 

depends on how you can coach others. 

 

 

 



Overview of the Course 

At the beginning of the session, we will spend time getting acquainted with each other and discussing 

what will be covered during the workshop. Participants will also have the chance to share their personal 

learning goals. 

 

The purpose of this training session is to help participants; 

 

• Enhance clarity, completeness, conciseness and correctness in their writing. 

• Improve sentence structure and develop paragraphs effectively. 

• Address specific business requests. 

• Cite and document sources used in their writing. 

 

 

The Four Cs of Writing 

When it comes to writing it is important for all content to be clear, concise, complete and correct. 

Throughout this session we will thoroughly explore each of these aspects. 

 

Writing Mechanics 

In this part of the course participants will closely examine paragraph length guidelines understand what 

should be included in a paragraph and learn how to arrange paragraphs  

 

Addressing Specific Requests 

Frequently individuals are tasked with responding to information requests or composing types of letters 

(such, as recommendation letters). We will discuss tips for crafting these types of documents. Moreover 

participants will have hands on practice in writing request letters. 

 

Online Business Communications 

During this segment we will delve into topics such as blogging and social media usage for business 

purposes. Additionally proper citation practices, for sources will be emphasized. 

 

Let’s Explore Ways, to Foster Creativity in Your Workspace 

During this session we will share insights with the participants, on how they can enhance their creativity 

within a timeframe. 



Continuously Strive for Progress 

Our trainers will present activities and helpful tips to guide the participants in improving their content  

 

Refining Writing Techniques 

To wrap up the workshop participants will have the chance to apply the acquired knowledge and skills to 

their writing assignments. 

 

Concluding the Workshop 

Towards the end of the course participants will be given an opportunity to ask any questions they may 

have and create an action plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visit https://paramounttraining.com.au for more information or call 1300 810 725 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


